Appendix B

2017 Bond Design Update:

T. A. Brown Elementary School
Brown Elementary
Community Meeting
May 16, 2018
NEW PROGRAM LAYOUT

DEVELOPMENT GHOST PLAN

Images are for illustration purposes only. Project is in development and may not represent final design.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
01 IT WOULD BE NICE IF...
parents had visitor parking in front of the building.

02 IT WOULD BE NICE IF...
we had a butterfly garden or trees with picnic tables.

03 IT WOULD BE NICE IF...
we could see an artistic mural

04 IT WOULD BE NICE IF...
we had space for other programs like volunteer and afterschool rooms.

05 IT WOULD BE NICE IF...
we had a full kitchen and hot water

06 IT WOULD BE NICE IF...
we had a BIG park to play in!

07 IT WOULD BE NICE IF...
we had open spaces, a lot of natural light and flexible seating spaces.

08 IT WOULD BE NICE IF...
we had sheltered outdoor learning areas.

“IT WOULD BE NICE IF…”
T.A. BROWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
THE CAT DEVELOPED THE NEW T.A. BROWN ELEMENTARY VISION

“T.A. BROWN ELEMENTARY is a GREEN SCHOOL rooted in STEAM and OUTDOOR LEARNING”
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EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVE
T.A. BROWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SO LET’S ENJOY OUR JOURNEY TOGETHER...